Hardware accelerators o er developers the ability to improve the performance and energy e ciency of their applications. However, a key barrier that is preventing their widespread adoption are the shortcomings of existing tools for heterogeneous programming -they are not designed to handle the complexity of deploying an application into an environment where the availability and type of hardware accelerators are unknown or cater for developers that use managed languages to process "Big Data". is paper describes our experiences creating Tornado: a practical and e cient heterogeneous programming framework for managed languages. e novel aspect of Tornado is that it turns the programming of heterogeneous systems from an activity predominantly based on a priori knowledge into one based on a posteriori knowledge. Alternatively put, it simply means developers do not need to overcomplicate their code by catering for all possible eventualities. Instead, Tornado provides the ability to specialize each application for a speci c system in situ which avoids the need for it to be pre-con gured by the developer. To enable this, Tornado employs a sophisticated runtime system that can dynamically con gure all aspects of the application -from selecting which parallelization scheme to apply to specifying which accelerators to use. By using this ability, the end-user, and not the developer, can transparently make use of any available multi-or many-core processor and accelerators.
INTRODUCTION
e appearance of hardware accelerators in mainstream computing systems is rapidly changing the programming landscape. For example, we can nd general purpose graphics accelerators or GPGPUs in mobile phones, tablets, laptops, PCs, and servers. Since these accelerators are programmable, it is natural that developers might wish to utilize them, especially if this leads to improvements in performance and energy e ciency. However, to develop e ective programming languages for this heterogeneous hardware, we need to invalidate one long-standing assumptionthat all applications execute exclusively on homogeneous systems.
To this end, programming languages that enable the programing of systems containing hardware accelerators, like GPGPUs, have emerged. Herea er, we refer to these as heterogeneous programming languages and heterogeneous systems respectively. e most popular heterogeneous programming languages like CUDA [20] , OpenCL [16] , and OpenACC [23] exist because of the necessity to e ciently program GPGPUs. Consequently, they all adopt a programming model where work is o oaded from a host onto an accelerator (referred to as a device); mirroring how the rendering of complex computer graphics is o oaded from a traditional processor onto a GPU. e problem with these languages is that they are geared towards the programming of systems that have both a known con guration and a low-degree of heterogeneity -they only contain a single type of hardware accelerator, for example, NVIDIA GPGPUs.
In this paper we describe the Tornado heterogeneous programming framework that can be used to program heterogeneous systems that have an unknown, or changing, con guration. Furthermore, Tornado is geared towards systems that exhibit a higher degree of heterogeneity; a common situation when executing applications in public clouds. In these systems, developers are o ered more than a binary choice between accelerated or not, making it tougher to decide how to construct the application as they may need to manage three or more di erent sets of choices. Tornado solves this problem by eliminating the need to make assumptions about the system ahead-of-time. Instead, we leverage the dynamic compilation infrastructure of a managed language, Java, to allow the application to be dynamically con gured at runtime 1 .
Tornado is an open-source project that, currently, allows developers to utilize any OpenCL compatible device -such as CPUs, GPGPUs, FPGAs, and other hardware accelerators like the Intel Xeon Phi. At its core is a sophisticated runtime system that provides developers with the necessary support to construct complex multi-stage processing pipelines that are portable across hardware accelerators. To showcase Tornado's maturity and ability to execute complex realworld applications, we detail our experiences accelerating a Java version of the Kinect Fusion (KF) application: an application that is typically beyond the computational capability of non-hardware accelerated implementations. In detail, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It provides a small survey of state-of-the-art heterogeneous programming languages analyzing their main advantages and disadvantages.
• Introduces Tornado: a Java based state-of-the-art heterogeneous programming framework enabling the easy implementation of portable and high-performing heterogeneous applications.
• Showcases that with the proposed technology we can deploy a real-world Computer Vision application across nine OpenCL compatible devices and achieve a speedup of up to 166× over our reference implementation. Moreover, we demonstrate that our implementation obtains performance comparable to hand-wri en OpenCL -a maximum slowdown of 21% -but without the programming tedium.
• Demonstrates the value of dynamic con guration by applying a series of optimizations, without altering the application, achieving signi cant speedups of up to 14.8× over handwri en OpenCL.
HETEROGENEOUS PROGRAMMING
Heterogeneous programming languages provide control over where a computation is to execute -a feature that is distinct from traditional languages which assume the whole application is to execute on a single processor. Nearly all of the issues that emerge when trying to simplify these languages fall into two categories: enabling developers to code in a hardware agnostic manner and clearly separating the logic that de nes the computation from the logic that coordinates execution -separating the what from the where. In the remainder of this section, we provide a taxonomy that can be used to categorize languages for programming heterogeneous systems and highlight their strengths and weaknesses.
Tornado 1:3
Classifying Languages For Heterogeneous Programming
In our experience, the greatest di erence between the various languages is the sophistication of their three principle components: the language or API, the runtime system, and the compilation infrastructure. To compare languages fairly we must consider the design and capability of all these three components collectively and not in isolation.
Language Design. Typically, language implementers prefer to augment existing languages such as C/C++ opposed to creating one from scratch. By doing this, they signi cantly reduce the implementation e ort and enjoy the bene ts of having a ready-made pool of developers. However, the downside is that existing languages come with baggage that can hinder code generation on some heterogeneous architectures. A good example of this is supporting polymorphic method calls in managed languages. For this reason, there is a real lack of support for programming hardware accelerators from within managed languages and most prior art opts to severely restrict the languages features that can be used on accelerator; sometimes to the point where very few language features are available.
In terms of productivity, we highlight ten key concepts in Table 1 that developers o en need to grasp in order to write applications for heterogeneous systems. We nd that the more of these concepts are needed, the complexity of coding heterogeneous applications increases. erefore, we use the number of new concepts required to use a particular language a good indicator of productivity. In reality, it is undesirable to try to eliminate these concepts from a language as this leads to oversimpli cation and restricts the applicability of the language. Instead, our experience is that to improve productivity we should try to minimize the depth of knowledge required for a new developer to learn the system but also allow more experienced developers the ability to apply their domain-speci c knowledge.
Runtime System. e runtime system is the part of the language implementation that helps to abstract away low-level implementation details from the developer. A well designed and integrated runtime system is key to supporting features that increase programmer productivity. A prime example of this is the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) where developers do not need to worry about memory management as this is done automatically. An example of the lack of runtime system is in OpenCL that places extra burden on developers to manage low-level interactions with devices, such as compiling code, initiating data transfers and launching kernels. However, even productive languages like OpenACC are hampered by limited runtime support as the application o en needs to be recompiled each time a compiler directive needs to be modi ed. In the context of programming heterogeneous systems, there are two aspects of runtime systems we need to consider: how to construct a runtime system that provides the best support for programming heterogeneous systems, and how to support existing language features that require runtime support to implement. What we have found is that the former is more suitable for di erentiating languages in the general case and the la er is the best for di erentiating the state-of-the-art with respect to managed languages. Primarily, this is because without advanced language features the code ends up being wri en using a subset of the language that is akin to C or OpenCL C. is is self-defeating as in many cases it nulli es the reason why developers chose that particular language in the rst place.
Compilation Infrastructure. A desirable goal of a language for programming heterogeneous systems is to have the application wri en in a single language and executed across a broad range of heterogeneous processor architectures. Implicitly, this requires the source code to be compiled into a diverse range of machine languages. e key di erence over a traditional programming language is that a program now compiles into a series of smaller binaries -each expressed in a di erent machine language -opposed to a single binary. e two options for implementing the compilation infrastructure are: statically Ahead-Of-Time (AOT) or dynamically Just-In-Time (JIT).
Analysis of Existing Solutions
As shown in Table 2 , there is a plethora of prior art involved with heterogeneous programming. Currently, most of the focus is on improving the four more established and community-driven languages: CUDA, OpenACC, OpenCL, and OpenMP. Unfortunately, this excludes the plethora of JVM-based languages which are being used in the Big Data arena. Whether developing desktop applications or Big Data cloud-deployed applications, JVM support for heterogeneous programming is imperative to increase performance and energy e ciency. Presently, there are no JVM-based solutions capable of either competing in performance with CUDA or OpenCL nor providing a seamless programming interface to Java developers. e reason behind that is the complexity that heterogeneous programming brings into JVM implementations and functionalities enabled by them -e.g. polymorphic calls, exception handling, memory management and dynamic deoptimization. Language Design. As already mentioned, the productivity of a language is inversely proportional to how many programming concepts a developer has to learn and understand. In Table 3 we have ranked the languages, from Table 1 , according to how many concepts are needed to operate them. We split the concepts into two groups: required -for the necessary concepts used to create a simple application, and optional -for the concepts that allow expert developers to apply their domainspeci c knowledge. By ranking languages in this way, we highlight that the more productive a language is, the more restrictive it becomes. For example, the top-ranked languages only have the ability to apply a xed number of functional operators to a specially designed data structure. Here developers are more productive because they only need to learn an API while every other aspect of heterogeneous programming is transparent to them. Such an approach su ers from oversimpli cation, since there is no way for the developer to choose which device to use, how many to use, or the how to parallelize the code. e challenge with heterogeneous programming is that these choices o en need to be made for each instance of a task (or kernel) running on each device. is leads to a con guration complexity of O(n 2 ) -i.e. tasks × de ices. For applications that are expected to run a few tasks on few devices this is not problematic, however, when the task count or the device count rises the inability to con gure the application becomes restrictive.
Conversely, the least productive languages su er from overcomplication, since there are far too many options for a developer to comprehend and li le language support on o er. An example of this is OpenCL that su ers from high code verbosity because it forces developers to manually handle all aspects of heterogeneous programming. For instance, nding the device, allocating memory, transferring data and invoking a compiler all need to be completed in order to launch a kernel. A lot of this tedium can be designed away via both the API and improved runtime support.
We believe that a number of languages, such as OpenACC, OpenMP, and Tornado (Table 3) , provide a sweet-spot where a lot of the tedium -like code generation, data movement, and parallelization -is taken care of automatically for the developer. As a result, the number of concepts needed to be understood by the developer is signi cantly reduced. For example, these languages do not require developers to perform parallelization manually; instead, their compilation infrastructure can apply di erent parallelization schemes to the application source. Moreover, these languages can be used to implement custom data structures and APIs to increase productivity.
Runtime System. One of the key di erentiators between languages is the sophistication of their runtime system. Statically compiled languages like CUDA, OpenAcc, OpenMP, and OpenCL do not require complex runtime systems and, therefore, they do not provide signi cant runtime support.
ese languages perform optimization at compile time which means that the developer is required to specify information like the type of device ahead of time. is design is ideal for environments that demand ultimate performance in a stable environment (e.g. in HPC). However, this design also makes these languages unsuitable for computing in highly volatile environments. For example, if the application is running in a public cloud (e.g. in the context of Big Data) it may need to execute across a variety of di erent system con gurations -some with and without accelerators. Alternatively, in the mobile market which has a short cadence between hardware refreshes an application is very likely to encounter new and unknown devices regularly. In such a situation it would be inviable to re-compile and re-tune the application as this would require the developers to additionally distribute their source code. Table 3 ranks the runtime capabilities of the VM-based languages showing that the majority of them only try to automate the mechanics of heterogeneous programming -compilation, data movement and kernel launches. eir main di erentiating factor is their support for their hosting language and the degree of runtime optimizations they provide. As shown, the majority of prior art only supports a subset of the hosting language. For example, IBM's J9 JVM only supports operations on arrays of primitive types and it is quite uncommon for prior art to support the use of objects or even object creation. e result is that these languages become less useful for developers as signi cant parts of the language are unusable.
e e ect is observable as very few of these managed languages are evaluated using real-world applications that contain many tasks or use object-oriented language features.
A number of languages provide runtime optimizations, like memory alignment and high performance data serialization, however, these optimizations are focused on improving the performance of single task applications. Tornado is the only framework to o er additional runtime optimizations to improve the composability of applications that require multi-stage processing pipelines. For example, it can eliminate unnecessary data movement between subsequent tasks automatically and exploit task parallelism between data transfers and compute kernels.
Compilation Infrastructure. Traditionally, AOT compilation is preferred as most languages are built on top of existing AOT compiled languages like C and C++. Unfortunately, AOT compiled languages do not provide a full coverage of the computing needs nowadays. Big Data so ware stacks or Android powered devices rely on managed languages. It is in these setups that heterogeneous computing can have a signi cant impact in both performance and energy e ciency. What makes AOT compilation and languages unsuitable for these environments is the diversity of the hardware resources involved. Typically, this means that developers need to decide ahead of time which devices will be available at runtime and if a new device is encountered or a di erent optimization needs applying, a full recompilation is required.
ese issues are alleviated using a JIT-based approach -deferring compilation until runtime when the speci c hardware is known -thus eliminating the need to explicitly recompile applications.
Tornado Innovations
Avoiding Oversimplification. A well-designed language needs to avoid unnecessarily removing or restricting the developer's ability to in uence certain aspects of heterogeneous programming. In the prior art, we see that a lot of productive languages eliminate the developer's ability to coordinate heterogeneous execution. For example, they do not support specifying where or when a computation should occur. To overcome this, Tornado has been designed so that developers can easily co-schedule multiple tasks using task-schedules (Section 3.3). Moreover, we introduce the concept of dynamic con guration, in which every aspect of the task-schedule is con gurable at runtime -from the device to use to the parallelization scheme to apply (Section 3.4).
Avoiding Overcomplication. Tornado has a sophisticated runtime system that can provide support for all aspects of heterogeneous programming. For example, it has a JIT compiler capable of dynamically generating data-parallel code (Section 3.6). e use of managed device memory allows transparent data allocation and movement between devices (Section 3.5). By using task-schedules, the runtime system can automatically eliminate unnecessary transfers and exploit task-parallelism between data movement and computation tasks (Section 3.3).
Increasing Language Support. A trend in the prior art is that managed languages try to avoid supporting complex features of programming languages. e result of this is that applications can only be wri en using a subset of the language, o en akin to OpenCL C. Restricting the language in this way is self-defeating because it makes many productive features unavailable -like the use of object-orientation -which makes it harder to build complex applications. Tornado provides developers with the ability to use a larger subset of the Java language than the prior art (Section 3.7). It is di erentiable from the prior art because it enables the construction of real-world applications wri en naturally in Java (Section 3.1).
Composing Processing Pipelines. Executing real-world applications requires the ability to execute multiple tasks on heterogeneous systems. Tornado is the only system that focuses on simplifying the construction of complex processing pipelines. It uses task-schedules to capture inter-task dependencies so that it can automatically eliminate unnecessary data transfers and overlap the execution of both data movement and computation tasks (Section 3.3). What distinguishes Tornado from other frameworks is that each element of a task-schedule can be dynamically con gured on the command line to improve performance (Section 3.4).
Handling Volatile Environments. One of the principle features of Tornado is that it is entirely dynamic: both compilation and parallelization happen at runtime. ese features make Tornado unique by allowing applications to become portable across many di erent system con gurations without requiring recompilation. is feature is essential in environments where it is not possible to guarantee a speci c system con guration: something that can happen if running in a public cloud or on mobile devices. We demonstrate this, by deploying a real-world application across di erent systems without recompilation (Section 4).
TORNADO
Tornado is a heterogeneous programming framework designed to augment the Java programming language in a practical and high-performing manner. Utilizing the inherent portability of the JVM, we are able to address the majority of shortcomings found in state-of-the-art heterogeneous programming languages described in the previous Section.
e dynamism of Tornado allows developers to make a posteriori decisions enabling high-performing optimizations to be applied at runtime. is is of particular interest in the embedded domain where power constraints may dictate a particular accelerator to be shut down for power saving purposes. Tornado, through its JIT compilation infrastructure and full knowledge of the system topology, is able to dynamically compile code and target the most desirable hardware resource without the need of ahead-of-time selection. e following subsections describe in detail the various components of the Tornado heterogeneous programming framework. Furthermore, throughout this section we will use code examples from the Kinect Fusion application (Section 4.1) used in our evaluation.
Tornado API
One of the key design principles of Tornado is simplicity. For this reason, it provides a minimal API that is designed to be easily incorporated into existing code with minimal refactoring. e simplicity of the API is enabled by the sophistication of the runtime system: rstly, Tornado works with Java's functional interfaces which allows developers to create heterogeneous code from existing methods or lambda functions; and secondly, the runtime system and compiler are co-designed so that Tornado does not require developers to provide information that is easily derivable via the compiler.
To simplify the composition of complex heterogeneous codes, Tornado employs a task-based programming model. In this model a task is simply code that can be executed on a hardware accelerator and encapsulates: the code to execute, the data it should operate on, and some metadata that contains both the compiler and runtime con gurations for the task. A task is an instance of data-parallel code that is analogous with an OpenCL kernel. Tornado uses tasks as the basic unit of execution and developers are free to con gure tasks on an individual basis. is could be to specify where the task should execute or hints about how the code should be compiled. What makes Tornado stand out is that this con guration can be performed dynamically either by se ing a system property or programmatically by the application. is feature means that the developer does not need to decide which device to use until runtime and hence, there is no need for this mapping to be speci ed within the application source code.
Another key feature of Tornado is composability; the ability to write applications with many tasks that have complex data-dependencies. To achieve this, tasks are grouped together to form a task-schedule providing the Tornado runtime system the ability to perform inter-task optimizations (something that is neglected by most of the prior art). rough the use of task-schedules developers are shielded from the complexities of scheduling data-movement in complex applications. Internally, the runtime system uses the data-dependencies between tasks to automatically infer data-movements and exploit any available task-parallelism between data-movement and computation tasks. Moreover, Tornado enables task-schedules to be executed asynchronously and, hence, developers do not need to wait for their completion. is allows them to overlap code execution between the application running on the JVM and the code running on the accelerators easily.
Finally, to extract high levels of performance from hardware accelerators Tornado supports data-parallelism. Tornado allows developers to markup any data-parallel loops with an @Parallel annotation. is annotation does not alter the semantics of the code running inside the JVM in any way. However, if the code is executed via a task-schedule, Tornado will try to execute the loop-iterations in parallel. In order to keep the source code architecture-neutral, Tornado prohibits embedding a speci c parallelization scheme in the source. Instead, the parallelization scheme is automatically determined by the compiler or dynamically con gured by the developer (Section 3.6).
is feature allows the developer to quickly experiment with a range of di erent parallelization options without the overhead of having to re-compile the application -something that is not possible with any of the AOT compiled languages like OpenACC or OpenMP.
Tornado Code Example
Listing 1 is taken directly from our Kfusion application (Section 4.1) and illustrates how the rst task of the pre-processing stage, mm2meter, is executed using Tornado. is aptly demonstrates one of the most important aspects of Tornado: the clear separation of the code that de nes the computation from the code that co-ordinates its execution. Here the computation is de ned by the mm2meters method and the co-ordination by the TaskSchedule s0. e real bene t of this separation is the ability to create tasks from existing code, enabling legacy code to be accelerated, while requiring new TaskSchedule ( s0 ) 16 .task( t0 , ImagingOps::mm2meters, outputImage, inputImage, scaleFactor)
17
.streamOut(outputImage);
18
.execute(); 19 
}
In Tornado it is the responsibility of a task-schedule to co-ordinate which code needs to run on each hardware accelerator. Here a task-schedule, s0, is created in line 15 that contains a single task t0, from the mm2meter method, and copies out the nal value of outputImage. e programmer should consider the task-schedule as a lexical closure -like a lambda function -that is not evaluated immediately. In this instance, the code is only executed when execute is called in line 18, here task t0 will invoke the mm2meter method with parameters outputImage, inputImage, and scaleFactor. Furthermore, then the streamOut operator will ensure the value of outputImage is synchronized with the host before control is returned to the application.
ere are two distinct features of a task-schedule that a developer needs to be aware. Firstly, the assignment of code to run on devices can be done dynamically and so does not need to be made explicit in the source code -this is an example of dynamic con guration and is discussed in Section 3.4. Secondly, as each task has the potential to execute on a di erent device, managing data-movement is critical to obtain high performance. To avoid unnecessary transfers, Tornado will optimize all data-movement within the task-schedule automatically. e rule for data owing across task-schedule boundaries is that Tornado will transfer the absolute minimum amount of data possible to enable the task-schedule to execute correctly. is means that by default, all reference types -objects and arrays -are copied onto the accelerator automatically the rst time they are used, however, nothing is automatically (or implicitly) copied back to the host. is behaviour means that data will always remain on the last device on which it was created and forces the developer to make explicit requests to transfer data back to the host; hence the purpose of the streamOut operator (line 18) on the outputImage variable.
As each task has the potential to execute on a di erent device, managing data-movement is critical to obtain high performance. To avoid unnecessary transfers, Tornado will optimize all datamovement within the task-schedule automatically. e rule for data owing across task-schedule boundaries is that Tornado will transfer the absolute minimum amount of data possible to enable the task-schedule to execute correctly. is means that by default, all reference types -objects and arrays -are copied onto the accelerator automatically the rst time they are used, however, nothing is automatically (or implicitly) copied back to the host. is behaviour means that data will always remain on the last device on which it was created and forces the developer to make explicit requests to transfer data back to the host; hence the purpose of the streamOut operator (line 18) on the outputImage variable.
Regarding the exploitation of data-parallelism, Tornado o ers an optional annotation that can be inserted in the source code. e @Parallel annotation (lines 2 and 3) is used to inform the compiler that it is safe to execute each iteration of the annotated loop independently or out-of-order. It should be obvious that this annotation does not imply that the code will always be parallelized or how -as the device that it is to execute can change dynamically -and is only a strong hint. e decision on how a parallelization scheme is chosen is described in Section 3.6.
System Architecture
Tornado consists of three main components: an API, a runtime system, and a JIT compiler. Figure  1 illustrates Tornado's system architecture along with a typical execution ow. As shown, the execution is driven by task-schedules which describe a data-ow graph of tasks (referred to as a task-graph).
A task-graph is constructed the rst time a task-schedule is executed via execute and is passed to the Graph Optimizer (1). At this stage the task-graph only contains tasks which execute code and, therefore, it has to be augmented with tasks (or nodes) that handle data-transfers. To achieve this, the Graph Optimizer passes each node to the Sketcher which creates a sketch of the code that is executed by the node (2). Essentially, the sketcher constructs a High-level Intermediate Representation (HIR) of each task from Java bytecode and places it in a HIR cache so it can be retrieved by the code generator in the future. e Graph Optimizer is also able to query each sketch to aid in the optimization of the task-graph. For example, the sketcher determines the usage of every object accessed within a task -this can be read-only, write-only, read and write, or unknown. Knowing this information, the graph optimizer is able to fully populate the task-graph with the nodes to perform the required data-transfers. is is of paramount importance since it means that data-movement is automatically inferred from the code, unlike OpenACC, OpenMP and OpenCL, where developers have to manually handle data-movement.
is "split-compilation" approach is highly-e cient since the HIR graphs of the tasks are constructed once and can be used multiple times -to compile tasks for di erent devices or to re-compile for the same device using a di erent set of optimizations. Additionally, the HIR cache decouples the front-end and the back-end of the compiler, making it possible for multiple back-ends to share the same front-end. is is desirable because it enables the usage of other heterogeneous frameworks and code generators like CUDA/PTX [20, 21] or HSA/HSAIL [11, 12] .
Once all sketches are available, the optimizer (2) tries to eliminate as many unnecessary nodes as possible from the task-graph and then generates an execution schedule for the tasks. Here the optimizer aims to minimize the length of the critical path by overlapping the execution of data-transfers and execution where possible. e result is a serialized list of low-level tasks; each one describing an action that is to be applied to an abstract accelerator, e.g. data-transfers and code execution (4). To avoid having to repeatedly call the Graph Optimizer the serialized schedule is also cached. e execution of the task schedule is performed by passing the serialized schedule to the Task Executor (5). e Task Executor reads the serialized tasks in order and translates them into calls to the driver API (6) -in our case this is the OpenCL Runtime API. If the current task executes code on the accelerator, the Task Executor retrieves the compiled code from a code cache (7). In the event that no compiled code exists in the cache, a HIR (retrieved from the HIR cache) compilation will be triggered. Furthermore, any parallelization strategy or device speci c builtins are applied to the HIR at this stage. e output of the code generator is currently OpenCL C code. Finally, since Tornado uses a pluggable driver interface, it is designed to sit atop of low-level heterogeneous programming APIs, such as CUDA, HSA and OpenCL. is allows us to easily port Tornado on other low-level heterogeneous programming languages with minimum e ort.
Task Schedules
Instead of scheduling individual tasks, Tornado allows developers to compose multiple tasks together into task-schedules. A task-schedule is essentially a lexical closure around a set of tasks and from the developer's perspective it serves as a synchronization point. Task-schedules are modelled as data-ow graphs (or task-graphs) and form a larger schedulable unit of work than single tasks. Tornado uses this approach for a number of reasons: rstly, it provides a clean separation between the code which coordinates task execution and the code which performs the actual computation; and secondly, it allows the Tornado runtime to employ a wider range of runtime optimizations. For instance, the task-graphs provide information about inter-task data-dependencies that the runtime can use to exploit any available task-parallelism; thereby automatically overlapping the execution of non-data-dependent tasks. Additionally, it also allows unnecessary data transfers, such as read-a er-write data-dependencies between task, to be eliminated. e motivation behind task-schedules is exempli ed by the task-graphs shown in Figure 2 that are constructed from Listings 2 and 3. Again, in this example we focus on the two kernels that constitute the pre-processing stage of the Kinect Fusion application (Section 4.1). In this stage, the two kernels (mm2meters and bilateralFilter) form a pipeline in which the output of the rst kernel is consumed by the second. As shown in Listings 2, the outputImage of the mm2meters kernel is passed as input parameter to the bilateralFilter kernel. If Tornado did not employ task-schedules, the runtime system would have to copy the outputImage variable from the host device to the JVM and backwards as shown in Figure 2a . By allowing the construction of task-schedules, as shown in Listing 3, the Graph Optimizer can automatically infer this producerconsumer dependency and persist the data on the host device eliminating the redundant copy (Figure 2b ). In addition, by using task-schedules, the application does not need to hand control Tornado 1:13 back to the JVM between executing the tasks improving performance even further. Another bene t of using task-schedules is that it allows Tornado to work with any composite variable: both objects and arrays. Developers are not required to access variables through a custom data-structure and, hence, less modi cations to the source code are required and more code can be re-used.
Dynamic Configuration
A common issue with languages such as OpenMP and OpenACC is that their APIs embed hardware speci c optimizations into the source code of applications. Subtle options like specifying a parallelization strategy or loop tile size actually introduce bias to a particular device. During the development of Tornado, it became clear that these types of con guration options need to be speci ed for each data-parallel region of code (task) on a per device basis. Although this is possible to some degree in OpenACC, the API makes it di cult to specify parameters for di erent classes of the same accelerator, for example it is di cult to distinguish between NVIDIA GT750M and K20 GPGPUs. Moreover, we found three main problems: 1) all tuning parameters need to be speci ed ahead-of-time, 2) for every device we wish to support an extra clause is required, and 3) developers using OpenACC, OpenMP and OpenCL, for example, are forced through a cycle of re-compilations, at best, to port their applications onto each new accelerator. While these issues do not seem limiting, they lead to a dramatic decrease in productivity in the situation where an application needs to run across multiple di erent system con gurations. In this situation, the combinatorial e ect of tuning these systems becomes chaotic since the developer has to develop, run, and re-optimize the application for every system before it is released to the end-user. ese issues are resolved in Tornado through the use of JIT compilation since con gurations can be changed dynamically and, if necessary, the code for the accelerator can be re-compiled 2 .
Tornado solves this problem by dynamically compiling code for each speci c device. is means that there is no need to embed assumptions on a per-device basis or to compile ahead-of-time. Instead, the tuning parameters can be speci ed on the command line (or in a con guration le) on a per system basis. e application can, then, be tuned without having to modify the source code and/or re-compile the application. Moreover, the design space exploration of the parameter space can be automated without requiring access to the source code -making it possible for the end-user, and not the developer, to optimize performance for each system. Tornado's JIT compiler has the ability to parallelize tasks, allowing developers to adjust the strategy used dynamically without re-writing any code. e parallelization scheme is similar to OpenACC and OpenMP but is performed dynamically. is allows us to quickly adjust application performance for individual accelerators. If required, Tornado also allows tasks to be compiled using hand-cra ed OpenCL. Listing 4 shows the dynamic con guration le used to obtain 124 frames per second on the NVIDIA K20 in Figure 4 . 
Managed Device Memory
Tornado is designed to make both data-movement and memory management as transparent as possible. is is achieved by creating a managed heap to store objects on each device. e heap persists for the duration of the application, allowing the runtime system to keep large objects in-situ on the devices; allowing the developer to exploit data locality. Using the information gathered by the Graph Optimizer, the runtime system is able to track the state of objects across multiple and disparate memories. is is critical to avoid unnecessary data-movement between these disparate memories and enable garbage collection to be performed. Typically, objects are only collected if the on-device heap becomes full and the object has either been collected inside the JVM or is not required by next task.
Just-In-Time Compiler
e Tornado compiler is constructed using Graal [6, 7] . is gives it the advantage of using an industrial strength JIT compiler and the ability to generate code directly from Java bytecode. To create our nal compiler, we augmented Graal with the ability to parallelize code (discussed later) and to generate OpenCL C. For the current implementation of Tornado, we made a practical decision to target OpenCL C since it provides the largest accelerator coverage.
To target highly-parallel devices, Tornado is able to parallelize any canonical for loop contained within a Java method. To enable this feature, developers need to annotate the induction variable of a loop with the @Parallel annotation. is signals the compiler that each iteration of the loop can be executed independently and that, consequently, it is safe to parallelize it. e use of the annotation does not provide any guarantees about if or how the loop will be parallelized -just that each loop iteration can be performed independently. If the code is executed on a machine without hardware accelerators, the JVM will simply ignore any Tornado annotations.
Presently, the Tornado compiler supports two parallelization schemes: 1) the assignment of a thread to a block of iterations (block mapping), and 2) the assignment of one thread to each iteration in the loop. By default, the choice of scheme is governed by the type of the target device but it is also possible to be dynamically con gured. e rst scheme provides a coarser thread granularity which suits latency orientated processors, such as x86 cores, whereas the second provides a ner thread granularity which is preferred by throughput orientated devices, like GPGPUs. // BLOCK 0 ul_0 = ( ulong ) slots [6] ; ul_1 = ( ulong ) slots [7] ; i_2 = get_global_size (0); i_3 = get_global_size (1); ul_4 = ul_0 + 32 L ; ul_5 = *(( __global ulong *) ul_4 ); ul_6 = ul_1 + 32 L ; ul_7 = *(( __global ulong *) ul_6 ); i_8 = get_global_id (0); i_9 = get_global_id (1); i_10 = i_9 ; for (; i_10 < 240;) { // BLOCK 1 i_11 = i_10 * 320; i_12 = i_10 << 1; i_13 = i_12 * 640; i_14 = i_8 ; for (; i_14 < 320;) { // BLOCK 2 i_15 = i_14 << 1; i_16 = i_15 + i_13 ; l_17 = ( long ) i_16 ; l_18 = l_17 << 2; l_19 = l_18 + 24 L; ul_20 = ul_7 + l_19 ; f_21 = *(( __global float *) ul_20 ); i_22 = i_11 + i_14 ; l_23 = ( long ) i_22 ; l_24 = l_23 << 2; l_25 = l_24 + 24 L; ul_26 = ul_5 + l_25 ; f_27 = f_21 * 0.001 F ; *(( __global float *) ul_26 ) = f_27 ; i_28 = i_2 + i_14 ; i_14 = i_28 ; } } (b) Generated OpenCL code for Intel Iris Pro. Listings 5 and 6 illustrate how the compiler would parallelize the mm2meter kernel from the example provided in Listing 1 for CPUs and GPUs respectively. Finally, Figure 3 illustrates Tornado's compiler outline (le ) and how a task (method) is being compiled from Java source code to OpenCL code. Listing 3b shows the actual OpenCL C code generated by Tornado for the mm2meter kernel of Listing 1.
Java Coverage
Since Tornado aims to maximize code re-use, its API has been designed to avoid introducing unnecessary changes into existing application code. To enable this, Tornado imposes fewer restrictions on the code contained within tasks by supporting a larger subset of the Java language than the majority of the prior art.
is is demonstrated in Listing 1 where the code still remains valid sequential Java code and freely uses language features such as virtual method calls and objects.
roughout the development of Tornado, we have found that the only real constrain is the support of features which require calls, either internally to the JVM or externally to a native library or the OS. Typically, this means that features like Java re ection, I/O or the threading API are unable to be used inside Tornado tasks. e reason behind these restrictions is that tasks need to be able to execute on devices other than the one hosting the OS. eoretically, Tornado can support the majority of the Java language, however, its ability to do so depends on the type of the generated low-level code. For example, a major issue we discovered using OpenCL C is the lack of support for direct branches (Figure 3b ) which inhibits our ability to adequately support exceptions.
EVALUATION
e evaluation of Tornado di ers from previous related published work in terms of complexity and completeness. Instead of focusing on micro-benchmarks or individual kernels, we accelerated end-to-end a complex Computer Vision (CV) application that showcases the general applicability and performance of Tornado. In addition, the evaluation was performed on a wide and diverse set of heterogeneous hardware resources presented in Table 5 . e following subsections describe in detail the anatomy of the evaluated CV application along with the performance results and optimizations employed.
Kinect Fusion
Kinect Fusion (KF) is a Computer Vision application which reconstructs a three-dimensional scene from a stream of depth images produced by an RGB-D camera, such as the Microso Kinect. SLAMBench [18] provides many open-source implementations of KF [19] , from which we derive our Java reference implementation. Using SLAMBench also provides the bene t of ready-made infrastructure to measure both performance and accuracy which enables us to compare di erent KF implementations reliably. e performance measure of KF is the number of incoming RGB-D frames processed each second and is measured in frames per second (FPS). For an implementation to work in real-time a minimum processing rate (or QoS level) of 30 FPS or more is required. Moreover, to ensure accuracy, we use the ICL-NUIM dataset [9] for experiments as this provides us with ground truths for the camera trajectory. For a result to be considered valid it must have a mean absolute trajectory error (ATE) of under 5cm; as per the criteria set out by SLAMBench.
KF is also interesting from an implementation perspective since there is an abundance of parallelism which can be exploited to improve its performance. Implementation-wise, some of the kernels are large containing over 250 lines of code (LOC) and utilize a much wider range of Java language features than the benchmarks typically used to evaluate the performance of heterogeneous programming frameworks.
Tornado implements KFusion's processing pipeline in eight separate task schedules: one for each of the preprocessing, integrate, raycast, and rendering stages, and four for the tracking stage. Table 4 provides the details of the various stages of the KF application along with the numbers of the kernels implemented per stage. Typically, to process a single frame of RGB-D data, 18 to 54 kernels are required to be executed. erefore, to achieve a frame rate of 30 FPS, the application must sustain the execution of between 540 and 1620 kernels per second -meaning that KF will test both the performance of individual kernels and the throughput of the runtime system.
Results
To evaluate our Tornado KF implementation, we target nine di erent multi-and many-core devices that are available across four classes of systems (shown in Table 5 ). Each system has a multi-core processor, along with a minimum of one GPGPU. e choice of systems is deliberate to show how subtle di erences make heterogeneous programming di cult. For example, we have three classes of NVIDIA GPGPUs which, despite being from the same vendor, have vastly di erent performance characteristics and therefore require di erent code optimizations. Figure 4 provides the best frame rates that we achieved during our experiments across all nine accelerators. Each Tornado implementation has been optimized using dynamic con guration and our approach is discussed in Section 4.2.1. e rst notable outcome of our experiments is that the SLAMBench OpenCL implementation produced valid results on only six devices; opposed to Tornado that produced valid results on every device. e issue is that the OpenCL implementation makes some a priori assumptions about the target hardware accelerator such as the size of local memory or the maximum dimensions of a work-group. Consequently, if either of these assumptions are incorrect the application fails. More importantly, these results show that by using Tornado we have been able to exceed our minimum level of QoS on four devices and that the three devices that comfortably exceed this level are all GPGPUs. In terms of raw performance, we were able to achieve a maximum of 124 FPS on the NVIDIA K20 that translates into a speedup of 166× over the reference serial Java implementation (Figure 5b) .
One of the most positive aspects of the results, shown in Figure 5a , is that Tornado performs at worst 21% less than the hand-wri en OpenCL and in three cases it was even be er by between 8 to 70% (if we exclude any outliers). e negative performance deltas are chie y down to the extra runtime overheads of Tornado: data serialization, data movement and real-world e ects caused by the JVM -for instance when it performs garbage collection or data structures are resized.
Dynamic Configuration and
Optimization. e strength of Tornado is its ability to con gure and optimize an application dynamically. is fact di erentiates Tornado from other heterogeneous programming frameworks since it allows us to experiment easily with many con guration options and optimizations -that are both intuitive and non-intuitive -without having to recompile or augment the source code of our applications. Our general approach to tuning KF, and other applications more generally, is to write an application to be portable across all devices and then use dynamic con guration to specialize it in situ. Figure 5a compares the performance between Tornado and OpenCL. As shown, in most cases, Tornado is on par with the hand-cra ed OpenCL implementation of SLAMBench. A notable exception is the NVIDIA GTX 550Ti where Tornado signi cantly outperforms OpenCL (x14.77).
e reason behind that the device performs signi cantly be er when blocking OpenCL are used. is is explained, in detail, later in Section 4.2.1.2. Below we describe some of the con gurations parameters and optimizations we dynamically applied to Tornado boosting its performance.
4.2.1.1 Typical Optimization Process. During our initial evaluation, we noticed that in some cases Tornado was not performing comparably to the hand-wri en OpenCL. A er analyzing in detail the various stages of the KFusion algorithm, we discovered that the tracking stage was our performance bo leneck. e tracking stage was transferring 14 MB of data between the device and host per frame dominating the execution pro le by between 25% and 75%. On the contrary, the OpenCL version avoids this heavy data transferring by always compressing the data on the device before transferring it to the host by using a hand-cra ed reduction kernel. However, although this hand-cra ed kernel works well on GPGPUs, it fails when the target device does not have the expected number of resources. To eliminate this performance di erence and avoid this problem, the Tornado implementation has two available reduction schemes: 1) Simple Reduce which is a simple two-stage reduction which partially compresses the data on the device and then nishes the reduction on the host, and 2) Optimized Reduce which is a topologically optimized reduction that is able to e ciently reduce partial results on the device generating the smallest result -at the cost of being usable on GPGPU style devices only 3 . Furthermore, each of the reduction options are dynamically con gurable so that we can vary the amount of resources they utilize. Figure 5b shows the various levels of performance achieved from the initial Tornado con guration of KFusion (52.88 FPS) up to the most optimized one (166.85 FPS). We notice that by dynamically selecting which reduce function to use (via the command line) we are able to boost KF's performance on the NVIDIA K20 up to 145.80 FPS. e nal optimization we performed was to nely tune the local work-group dimensions used to execute kernels on the K20. By tuning these parameters, we Figure 5c which applies the same optimizations to the NVIDIA GTX 550Ti as we applied previously to the NVIDIA K20. Here, both the hardware and OpenCL drivers are from the same vendor but behave completely di erently depending on whether we use blocking or non-blocking OpenCL calls. As Tornado is able to quickly toggle between these modes, it was able to outperform OpenCL on this device by a factor of x14.77.
is example demonstrates why using a posteriori knowledge is bene cial when programming heterogeneous systems.
e SLAMBench OpenCL version, that is programmed using a priori knowledge, uses only non-blocking calls assuming that this would yield the best performance in all cases -as it happens in the NVIDIA K20. However, in the context of the GTX550i this is not the case. is is hard to rectify in the hand-cra ed OpenCL version as the developer would have to rstly speculate that this counter-intuitive optimization is the missing part of the performance bo leneck, and secondly to implement it in the source code. On the contrary, in Tornado this is just a ma er of experimenting (on the command line) with di erent con guration parameters and hence performing a design-space exploration easily.
4.2.1.3 Parallelization scheme. As described in Section 3.6 and showcased in Listings 5 and 6, depending on the target device, Tornado can dynamically compile for di erent parallelization schemes (CPU: block cyclic, GPU: thread cyclic). Naturally, the developer would choose block cyclic if the target is a CPU or the more ne-grained thread-cyclic parallelization scheme if the target is a GPU (as happens by default in Tornado). Unfortunately, this intuitive choice does not always hold true as showcased in Figure 5d . In the case of the Intel i7-2600K multicore CPU, if we use the GPU-style parallelization scheme, we manage to boost performance from 14.84 FPS to 17.30 FPS (x1.17). Again, Tornado allows this counter-intuitive experimentation via dynamic con guration without requiring any code rewriting. We just simply force Tornado to treat the CPU as a GPU.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we demonstrate that through holistic design it is possible to develop a practical heterogeneous programming framework. e distinguishing feature of Tornado is that it enables developers to write portable heterogeneous code. is allows them to write applications that can be quickly deployed across di erent hardware accelerators and operating systems. Moreover, our dynamic design allows them to avoid making a priori decisions -instead applications can be dynamically con gured at runtime. Optimization, through Tornado, no longer needs to involve costly re-compilation cycles and source modi cations.
We demonstrate that by using Tornado it is possible to write a single implementation of a complex Computer Vision application and deploy it across a variety of heterogeneous systems with a worst case performance loss of 21% when compared against hand-wri en OpenCL. What makes Tornado unique is that it has been developed to provide heterogeneous programming support to the general purpose Java programming language. A language that would not normally be associated with writing either high-performance or heterogeneous code. By utilizing the introduced Tornado framework, we managed to obtain speedups of up to 166× over the reference Java implementation.
e results show that not only, we can obtain levels of performance that meet our QoS target of 30 FPS, but also to exceed our target by 4× (at 124 FPS). Regarding future work, we aim to extend Tornado to allow user-de ned reductions and improve performance of both the runtime and compiler. Furthermore, we plan to extend Tornado's reach to more devices and diverse accelerators such as Intel's Xeon Phi and FPGAs. Finally, Tornado and the Kinect Fusion application are available as an open-source projects at h p://tornado.so ware.
